
Digitizer Artistic Ladybug 

Pick the SQ14 Hoop, File, Import, From File, Lady Bug, OK. 

View, Grid, Show has No check Mark.  Zoom in the bottom right corner go to 

150%.  Make sure your Manual button is on instead of Auto.  Top Tool bar towards the right 

end. 

Digitize, Outline Shape, Click around the wings, body, & head separately.  Hit enter.  NOTE: 

Left clicks are for curved lines & shift left click are for straight lines! 

Hit the Selection button after each of the parts you make.  This makes it easier to edit colors 

& fills. 

Select 1 part at a time & change the fill to net fill & 45 degree angle. 

On the Wings change the outline to Satin Serial. Change the width to .12 

Digitize, Outline Shape, Click around the body, & head separately.  Only where you want a 

satin stitch.  Hit enter.  Hit the Selection button after each of the parts you make. 

Change the outline for your new parts to Satin Serial.  Change width to .12 

Digitize, Outline Shape, Click along the antenna. Hit enter.  Hit the Selection button after each 

of the parts you make. 

Change the outline for your new parts to Satin Serial.  Change width to .08 

Shape, Ellipse, Left click & drag the mouse and you will see a circle appear.  Move the mouse 

around to get the size circle you would like.  Let go of the left click.  Now a circle will appear. 

Select the circle you just made, copy, paste.  It pastes it right over the 1st circle.  Hover over 

the circle until you get 4 arrows.  Left click and drag the 2nd circle over to the side. 

Select the circle you just made and change the outline to a satin serial.  Change the width 

to .02  Select the other circle and outline hit the cut button.  Select the 1 you don’t like and 

delete it. 

Select the circle, copy, paste, hover over & move to another circle spot.  Repeat until all the 

circles are covered.  Change color to black for fill & outline. 

Click on Slow redraw, Change the speed to 3000 & hit play.  Watch the screen to make sure 

everything is sewing out in the correct order.  If not use sequence to reorder. 

File, Save Design, Name it Lady Bug.  This is an draw file.  Make sure you know where you are 

saving it.  Do again only save it as a Jef file so you can sew it out. 


